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Secretary & Treasurer required!
Both our Secretary and Treasurer resigned at this 

year’s AGM, not for dramatic reasons, but because they 
are both extremely busy at work. 

The Secretary has to deal with correspondance 
and requests for information. It would be useful if the 
‘volunteer’ for the post had email, but it does create 
additional work as members of the public send in 
queries which we are not set up to answer. I also receive 
such queries and usually just direct them to BW, unless 
they relate to the canal’s history. The position requires 
attendance at our committee meetings, usually four per 
year max, and we have a Minutes Secretary which makes 
the work much easier.

We also need a Treasurer. Here, the job has been made 
much easier by one committee member taking on the 
post of Membership Secretary with its responsibility for 
recording addresses, etc. The main work of the Treasurer 
is to compile our accounts, deal with the bank, and work 
with the auditor. Cheques also need signing and paying. 
However, with the membership function being removed, 
the post is now not too onerous.

We are always pleased to hear of anyone who would 
like to join the committee as there are several areas of 
our activities which need better promotion!

Finally, can Iend with a Thank You to the two Marilyns 
who have acted as Secretary and Treasurer for the last five 
years - Is it that long since the Society began?!

Membership Renewal
If you haven’t renewed your subscription yet, please 

send these to the Membership Secretary whose address 
is on the back page. The rates still remain the same at 
£5 for individuals and £9 for families, with these rates 
halved for the unwaged.

The ‘Fairy Caves’ or coke ovens at Church in 1977 
when the bridge over the end of the arm was 
being demolished and the arm isolated.
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Slide presentation
A selection of about 50 slides with notes which allow 

members to give a talk about the history of the Leeds & 
Liverpool Canal and the activities of the Society have now 
been copied. We hope that members can make use of 
them to give talks to local groups and to encourage others 
to join the Society. A second set of slides featuring a trip 
along the canal today has been put together by committee 
member David Shuttleworth. There seems to be a large 
market for slide shows, and they could be a useful way 
of extending our membership.

Canal Clean-up, Church, 5th April
If you look at the back page, you will see that, on 5th 

April, we will be having a working party at Church. We 
will be working together with the local IWA and with the 
Church Prospects Panel to tidy and improve this stretch 
of canal which is one of the worst on the canal.

There is a considerable amount of general rubbish in the 
canal, particularly around the right angle turn by the former 
canal warehouse. The bridge here also has its original fittings 
for the bridge roller on the Leeds side, so we may fit a new 
roller here. The next bridge towards Liverpool also has a 
single roller surviving which could be freed-off. 

The frontage of Blythe’s Chemicals is a very 
unattractive concrete fence. It would look much better 
if it was hidden by trees and shrubs. Hopefully the local 
authority can provide some which we can then plant.

On the off side there is an old coal tip which could be 
cleared and investigated, and further along are several 
stretches towpath which need consolidating. There is also 
the old coke ovens, locally called ‘The Fairy Caves’, and 
colliery site which could also be improved.

This is the first time we have organised a work 
party like this, so please come along and help. The area 
certainly needs improvement and such voluntary work 
can be an important catalyst for local authority action. 
It is also a good way to meet other canal enthusiasts and 
to stretch your muscles after the winter!

Wild Over Waterways
In order to encourage more young people to become 

involved with inland waterways, the IWA, The Waterways 
Trust and BW are funding WOW. The aim is to address 
the problems of vandalism and anti-social behaviour by 
young people on canals. To provide more information 
about this type of problem, there is a questionaire, with 
copies available from BW offices and I have a copy which 
can be photocopied. 

A second questionaire covers children’s activities on 
waterways, with the intention of promoting such events 
on a web-site. The co-ordinator is Kirsten Fussing, who 
is based at BW’s NW Regional Office in Northwich.

Events and Happenings
Heritage Weekend, 3rd & 4th May

The Heritage Weekend will be at Burscough this year.  
It will be a relatively low-key event this year, and will be 
mainly a get-together for the historic L&LC boats and 
any one else who cares to join the group. There will be 
towpath walks on both days starting at 2-00 pm which 
will look at Burscough’s role as a centre for boating 
families and boat horses. A room for a slide show is 
being sought for Saturday evening.

BW User Group Meeting, October
Amongst the items discussed were the towpath 

improvements in the Leeds/Bradford area which are 
ongoing. Lighting, CCTV and access improvements 
are also being incorporated into the Leeds Waterfront 
Strategy. Towpath improvement, with local authority 
financial aid, is being planned in the Craven, Pendle and 
Burnley areas. Improvements are also being undertaken 
in the Liverpool/Bootle area, with completion of these, 
including secure moorings, planned for 2005. The 
right of access from the canal into the Mersey is being 
safeguarded during negotiations regarding the proposed 
new canal link to the South Docks in Liverpool.

Angling was also discussed, the main comment 
being that we should be helping to adise all canal and 
towpath users theat they must follow The Waterways 
Code. BW’s Regional Fisheries Officer reported on the 
national strategy aimed at getting more junior members 
for angling clubs, something which could be useful for 
all clubs or societies involved with waterways. The WOW 
campaign is mentioned below.

British Waterways repeated that they would like 
anyone having a problem on the canal, particularly 
related to personal security, reported to them. It is only 
by building up a file of such incidents that they can 
pressurise local authorities and the police into helping 
with improving canalside security. They have developed 
an incident reporting form which are available form BW 
offices. I have a copy which can be photocopied, and it 
is suggested that all boat owners carry copies on their 
boats. As mentioned in the last Clogs & Gansey, CCTV 
is being installed at Leeds and Wigan.

Membership Leaflet
The membership leaflets for the Society are being 

revamped at the moment as part of an effort to increase 
membership. We are always looking for suitable locations 
for advertising the Society to encourage new members. 
If members require copies of the leaflet for distribution, 
could they contact a committee member. 

L&LC Boat Decoration
I have created a PDF file (Adobe Acrobat) which has 
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details of boat painting and other traditions on the Leeds 
& Liverpool. It can be downloaded from my web pages: 
http://www.mike.clarke.zen.co.uk/home.htm

It has been developed from the black & white leaflet 
with some of you may have seen, but has been enhance 
with some colour photos. I intend to improve the layout 
further over the next few months. Please pass on details, 
particularly to schools, as the canal’s style of decoration is 
now beginning to be appreciated. However, information 
remains scare, and this file is one of the few sources easily 
available. If we can educated children at school into such 
local traditions, they are less likely to die out or to be 
forgotten.

Canal Corridor Studies
The East Lancashire Canal Corridor Study should be 

Commemorative Tree: Burnley
In our Clogs and Gansey issue No.8 Autumn 2001, 

there was a news item about the planting of a memorial 
tree in Burnley, to commemorate 200 years of the canal 
in the area. The tree flourished and was very beautiful to 
see during the summer and autumn of that year; but it 
had a short life due to a new supermarket develop-ment 
nearby. The land, on which our lovely tree was growing, 
was in line for use as a car park access. All was not lost 
however, Phil Dewhurst, from the Forest of Burnley, 
was very helpful and negotiated with Tesco to replace 
the L&LC S memorial tree. We chose a new site and the 
tree was planted on 11th October, 2002 with Alan Holden 
and Geoff &Margaret Rothwell present. It is now situated 
on the L.H.S. at the top of the steps on the Burnley 
embankment, (R.H.S.from the towpath). Please don’t 
forget to look at it when you are passing, either by boat 
or on foot! We have been assured that it is a fine species 
and so we look forward to seeing it in its full glory from 
Spring onwards and hope it will give pleasure to those 
who see it in the years to come. WILL IT BE YOU?

Margaret Rothwell

Historic Boat News
Farnworth 

Members Ben and Rachel Jacobs have had a cloth 
shaped steel conversion done in the style of a sheeted 
up short boat.

Boadicea
Philip Watkinson has pointed out that the boat 

rotting away in Northern Ireland is in fact Boadicea 
and not Burscough 2 as mentioned in the last Clogs 
and Gansey

Wide Boat Owners Club?
Recent ‘re-openings’ of the Rochdale Canal and the 

Ribble Link have drawn attention to a serious problem 
now being encountered by wide boat owners.

In the rush to restore these waterways and to secure 
funding, save money and time, width restrictions have 
been allowed which prohibit their use by wide boat 
owners. Promises to rectify this at a later date cannot 
be relied on, as the width restriction at Ellesmere Port 
during the building of the motorway years ago, still 
remains.

If ever there was a time for the formation of an 
association to promote the interest of wide boat owners 
it is surely now, particularly since BW are reviewing their 
licence policy- one proposal being to charge extra for 
wide boats (for a restricted cruising range!)

An association on the lines of the Historic Narrow 
Boat Owners Club would seem to me an ideal model for 
such a pressure group.

The aims and objectives of the HNBOC are stated as:

To encourage the preservation, restoration and use of working 
and ex-working narrow boats.

To represent the interests of the users of such boats in their 
dealings with all waterway authorities.

To promote the maintenance of the waterway system to 
a standard suitable to facilitate the navigation of such boats 
throughout the year.

To campaign for the retention and/or re-instatement of 
appropriate traditional and historical waterway furniture and 
features.

To establish and maintain a narrow boat archive.

Just substitute wide boat for narrow boat in the above!
The HNBOC are a very active group who publish an 

excellent, informative newsletter.
Membership is not restricted to owners of historic 

narrow boats, associate membership is open to all. 

at the consultation stage in January, with that for the rest 
of the canal in Lancashire following on in a few months 
time. Copies for inspection should be available at BW 
waterway offices.
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I have had an interest in canals for some time. I lived 
in Watford (Herts) for a number of years and regularly 
walked, ran or joined public boat trips on the canal, 
which usually passed through a few locks. My dad had 
always been keen to walk along the old Nottingham canal 
(now substantially filled in), but in those days I didn’t 
get much choice on the matter.

My interest in the Leeds Liverpool started with a walk 
on the section through Bingley on a cold bright morning, 
not long after I had moved back to Sheffield, where I had 
done my degree some years ago. I do a lot of walking in 
the Peak District and a bit in the Yorkshire Dales when 
at one stage, past my better judgement, I joined a group 
who were attempting to complete the Pennine Way in 
‘manageable’ stages. A bad cold intervened at a crucial 
stage and I had to try and finish the route on my own (not 
very advisable, so you might say). Then the ugly spectre 
of Foot and Mouth Disease hung over the Northern 
sections of that route. It was at this stage I decided to 
attempt to do the Leeds & Liverpool Canal. I divided it 
into ten sections, all of which I could do on an out and 
back basis from Sheffield, where I live. Problems with 
FMD prevented me from doing the route in strict order, 
but I decided that each stage would be done East to West 
and that I would not enter Liverpool until I’d walked all 
the rest of it.

So sometime in April 2001 I set off on the long stage 
from Shipley to Skipton (16 miles), it stayed dry most of 
the day until near Skipton. A short diversion was needed 
in the Snaygill area due to footpath work. I then turned 
my attention to the Lancashire side and covered the 
sections between Chorley and Wigan Pier and from the 
latter to Burscough. When the FMD situation improved 
I was able to do the Leeds to Shipley section, Blackburn 
to Chorley, Barnoldswick to Bumley and late on that year 
I was able to do Skipton to Barnoldswick, except for a 
short section between Gargrave (where the Pennine Way 
intersects the canal) and Bank Newton Locks. With these 
seven sections completed I had just three more days to 
do in 2002.

I travelled out to Burscough to do the rather long 
section to Kirkby (Ledstons Bridge) and then on a 
slightly iffy day (weatherwise) I managed to complete 
the long 16 mile haul from Burnley to Blackburn. That 
was always going to be a difficult day when I remember 
that I had problems with my ankle coming into Bumley 
on September 10th 2001. 

June 4th started warm, but the weathermen had 
promised rain from mid-afternoon onwards. I got out 
to Kirkby as early as possible that day and might have 
done better wearing trainers rather than boots for the 
final 10 miles from Ledstons Bridge to Stanley Dock 
and the Eldonian Basin. The finish was perhaps a slight 
anti-climax, but I kept my promise to visit my favourite 
Cathedral, Liverpool Anglican, after I had finished my 
walk. The rain did arrive and my train at 16-52 back 
to Sheffield did not. It was sad to be 110 minutes late 
back that night, with the added insult of having to walk 
between the two Manchester stations in weather that is 
believed to be the norm for that city.

Did I enjoy it? In any long distance walk (the canal 
is 127 miles long) there are going to be high points and 
low points. That is also true of the Pennine Way. There 
was a sense of achievement and, as a writer of hymn 
tunes, promptly wrote a few tunes named after places 
on the route to celebrate, e.g. Wigan Pier, Johnson’s Hill. 
Foulridge, Bingley and Stanley Dock. 

I found the canal was a very calm and relaxing place; 
I don’t believe I exceeded the 4 m.p.h. speed limit. I 
was walking amongst history, could see the remains of 
buildings that had been very busy with industry at one 
time, but now quiet. There was a pleasant surprisingly 
rural environment, especially from Blackburn to Chorley. 
There was the fascination of locks and of course the 
famous Bingley 5 and the excellent tea shop at its top. 
There was a friendliness of boat crews that was good, it 
was place one could take time, a few museums. All in 
all, very good.

From The Towpath

Stan Chandler

One of the requests I receive on a regular basis is 
for information about walking/cycling/canoeing the 
length of the L&LC. Such requests are always difficult to 
answer because you never know if the enquirer already 
has an outline knowledge of the subject. Having worked 
in a reference library, I can assure you that the more 

information you give in your enquiry, the more likely 
you are to get a useful and speedy answer! However, 
here is an article by one of our members who has walked 
the canal, and these are a few of his thoughts about his 
achievement.
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                                                                            Act           opened         length           locks           closed
Carlisle                                                             1819             1823            11.25                8                1853                                                                              B
Ulverston                                                         1793             1796              1.5                  1                1917                                           abandoned 1945    B
Bradford                                                          1771             1774            3.625              10               1922                                  Canal closed 1867-72    B
Manchester & Salford Junction                 1836             1839            0.625                4                1922                                           abandoned 1936    B
Leeds & Liverpool, Rufford branch          1770             1781             7.25                 8                1930                                                                              B
Ravenhead                                                      none             1773              0.5                                    1931                                closure as per Sankey?    B
Springs Branch                                              1773             1797              0.5                                    1931                                                                              B
Fletcher’s                                                         none             1791              1.5                  1                1935                                                                              B
Manchester, Bolton & Bury, summit        1791             1808            6.875                                  1936                                                                              B
Rochdale                                                          1794             1804             33.5               86               1937                             Manchester closed 1958    B
Lancaster, Tewitfield north                        1792             1819             14.5                 8                1947                                                                              B
Leeds & Liverpool, other branches                                 1800                1                    1                1950                                                                              B
Manchester, Bolton & Bury                        1791             1808            8.875              17               1950    top abandoned 1941, remainder 1961    B
Rochdale, Heywood branch                                              1834              1.5                                    1952                                                                              B
Lancaster, Glasson branch                          1793             1825               25                   6                1955                                                                              B
Sankey                                                              1755             1772           15.375             13               1959         1931 above Newton Common Lock    B
Sankey to Widnes                                          1830             1833            3.375                1                1959                                           abandoned 1963    B
Bridgewater to Runcorn                              1762             1776            25.25              10               1961                                                                              B
Chester                                                             1772             1779            19.25              16               1961                                                                              B
Ellesmere (Chester to EP)                           1793             1795             8.75                 3                1961                                                                              B
Bridgewater, Runcorn & Weston              1853             1859             1.25                 2                1962                                                                              B
Leeds & Liverpool, first phase                    1770             1777             64.5               45               1963                                                                              B
Leeds & Liverpool, second phase                                    1782             10.5                 8                1963                                                                              B
Leeds & Liverpool, third phase                                        1794             17.5               13               1963                                                                              B
Lancaster, south                                            1792             1799            52.75                                  1963                                                                              B
Leeds & Liverpool, fourth phase                                     1801               10                                     1963                                                                              B
Leeds & Liverpool, fifth phase                                         1810              9.5                                    1963                                                                              B
Lancaster, Johnsons Hillock                                             1816              0.5                  6                1963                                                                              B
Leeds & Liverpool, sixth phase                                        1816             11.5               30               1963                                                                              B
Leeds & Liverpool , Stanley Dock              1845             1846             0.25                 4               1980c                                                                             B
Bridgewater                                                    1759             1765             8.75                                   1971                             includes short branches    B
Bridgewater, Leigh branch                          1795             1799             6.25                                   1971                                                                              B
Leeds & Liverpool, Leigh branch              1819             1820             7.25                 3               1980c                                                                             B
Weston                                                            1807             1810                4                    3                open                                                                             B
T&M Uttoxeter                                               1797             1811             13.5               17               1847                                           abandoned 1847    N
Newcastle-under-Lyme Junction              1798             1801            1.125                                  1851                                                                              N
Newcastle-under-Lyme                               1795             1800                4                                      1921                                                                              N
Ashton-under-Lyne, branches                   1793             1797            14.75                7                1933             3 miles closed 1798 (unfinished)    N
Ellesmere, Frankton-Carreghofa                                     1796               11                   3                1936                                                                              N
T&M Caldon                                                   1776             1779             17.5               16               1939              small section used until recently    N
T&M Leek branch                                         1797             1802             2.75                                   1944                                                                              N
Huddersfield                                                   1794             1811           19.875             74               1944                                                                              N
Macclesfield                                                    1826             1831           26.125             12               1954                                                                              N
Ashton-under-Lyne                                      1792             1796             6.75               18               1957                                                        reopened    N
Peak Forest                                                     1794             1800           15.125             16               1959                                             last traffic 1959    N
Trent & Mersey                                              1766             1777               40                 75               1961                                                                              N
T&M other branches                                    1827             1832              2.5                  1                1961 two short branches opened before 1805    N
Ellesmere, Middlewich branch                                        1833             9.75                 3                1961                                                                              N
Douglas                                                            1720             1742             17.5                 8                1782                                                                              R
Mersey & Irwell                                              1721             1736            28.75              11               1887                                                                              R
Weaver                                                             1721             1732            19.25              12               open                                                                             R
Manchester Ship                                            1885             1894               36                   5                open                                                                              S

Wide Canals in the North West

With the opening of the Ribble Link, Anderton 
Boatlift and the Rochdale Canal, the profile of the wide 
canals of the north west has been raised. Nationally, 
narrow canals account for about a quarter of the inland 
waterway mileage built, the figures for the north west 
being: 495 miles of wide waterways against 185 miles 
of narrow. The list below includes all the north west 
waterways, with dates of opening, disuse for significant 
commercial traffic, and number of locks. B-Broad canal; 
N-Narrow canal; R-river navigation; S-Ship canal.

Several new wide canals have been suggested to extend 
the NW system, including a link from the Weaver to the 
Chester Canal, while the narrow bridges at Ellesmere 
Port and the lock at Dutton could also be widened. For 
the L&LC, there is the Liverpool link, a possible Settle 
Canal, and link from Wigan to the Sankey Navigation. 
Hopefully, the increasing realisation of the importance 
of wide canals will lead to improvements for wide boats 
to existing and recently-opened waterways.
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From the Archives - Liverpool

A map of Liverpool and the 
canal around 1845 when the 
Stanley Dock was being built. It 
shows the proposed canal dock, 
extending alongside the flight of 
locks. Several different schemes 
were suggested, but none were 
built, and even the layout of the 
locks is slightly different to this 
map. Finally a wool warehouse 
was built on the proposed dock 
site, as seen on the left. Today 
it has been demolished and 
the site is being developed for 
housing. In the background is 
the tobacco warehouse, once 
the largest brick building in the 
world - should it be saved?

The two bottom photos were 
taken on the recent walk from 
Litherland. They show one 
of the change-line bridges at 
Bootle. Note the metal rod on 
the outside of the bridge. We 
decided that it was fitted to stop 
tow lines from getting caught 
on the bridge, and there was 
also one on the other bridge. 
The fence also has a curved 
end so that tow lines did not 
catch. This was a standard 
feature, though  remains only 
survive on a couple of L&L-style 
wooden fences.
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The original basin in Liverpool 
from the 1804 survey of the 
Lancashire section of the Leeds 
& Liverpool. Note the windmills 
to the south of the canal. The 
semi-circular building is the 
prison. Below is the only survivor 
of the original basin which was 
recently saved from demolition 
by developers. It was built as 
offices for the Wigan Coal & Iron 
Company and is at the north 
east corner of the basin closest 
to the river on the map.

The office in 2001; it is currently in the centre of a building site. The 
edge of the basin could still be seen next to the lefthand part of 
the building. The drawing, left, shows the original structure which 
was later extended.

Two views of the new basin 
showing the same warehouse. 
The one above dates from 1900 
and shows the open fronted 
warehouse with awning. In the 
later view, the front has been 
bricked up and the awning 
removed, but the shape of the 
corner is still visible.
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The alarm goes off at 6.00 a.m on Tuesday morning, 
but I am told ‘tha does’nt need to get up yet’, by my Dad. 
Uncle George soon has the fire going for a brew and light 
breakfast.

First job on deck was to knock out the wedges holding 
the covers, then remove covers. If it was raining, to the 
forward beam only. The forward hatches would be 
stacked on forward deck behind cabin, while the middle 
beam hatches were stacked against the ‘neddy’, or mast, 
and the stern beam ones on deck in front of engine house. 
The gunwhales on these boats were wide and easy to 
negotiate.

The original stern bulkheads were too far under 
the stern deck and, at the request of the mills, another 
bulkhead was installed further forward by about some 
three feet.

Soon after 7.00 a.m the ‘trimmers’ are on the scene 
ready to position the mechanical elevator, and then 
return towards the end of unloading to spade the grain 
from the corners of the hold into the mouth of the 
revolving bucket blades.

When I venture on to the canal bank, I have a look 
into the mill entrance where the elevator is taking the 
grain on to the conveyour belt, this decends a long way 
into the bowels of the mill. I stand in awe at the dust, 
haze and the noise of the machinery. Daisyfield Mill was 
later redeveloped by Lancashire Enterprises and after 
restoration housed offices including the local Granada 
TV regional news centre.

Soon after 8.30a.m  A 40’s Widdop engine stutters 
into life and the boat shakes more noticeably now it is 
almost light. The ballast water tank, which is situated 
behind the steerer on the stern deck, is flooded to help 
the fan (propellor) get hold of the 
water.

A little way east past the mill, 
a short boat can just wind round 
on a slight bend in the canal. As 
we head back for home my Dad 
is soon off on the bike to prepare 
Blackburn Locks again, this time 
going down.

At Audley Bridge he waves 
us on, but as we get nearer we 
see a loaded wooden coal boat 
approaching and we now have 

to go fully astern, but meet stem up in the bridge hole 
— fortunately nothing is damaged.

As this happened I was in my usual position in 
the scuttle hole. Although my Dad had waited to see 
the outcome, there now followed a verbal exchange of 
unpleasantries between the two Captains. I for my sins 
am banished down into the cabin  with these immortal 
words ‘thee get down thee’re’. After reflection, we should 
have given way to the loaded boat, but with the prospect 
of another long day, a chance had been taken. So our 
morning had not started off as well as yesterday.

My duties of fire and kettle continue and in the locks, I 
watch for instructions from whoever is on steering duties 
to come ahead (push gear arm into forward), while they 
drop the paddles and come down the lock gate back onto 
the boat.

Little was I to know that in December later that year, 
my Godfather Luke Pye was to drown in Blackburn Locks, 
whilst working the A36. When empty and at full speed 
these boats created quite a wash, the boatmen always 
had them running faster than they should. Running time 
empty from Blackburn to home was twelve hours. Lock 
flights were usually in your favour because of the amount 
of traffic in those days, and after Johnson’s Hillock flight 
and on towards  Wigan, we meet the A 37 loaded at Red 
Rock Bridge. They had stopped at Mayor’s Yard for 
some engine repairs and  new atomisers and this had 
resulted in their delay. Brothers Bill and John were none 
to chuffed at being a day late as tonnage money would 
suffer next pay day.

We had also met several coal boats and stocked up 
our locker with coal from friendly crews.

Next we have the downward flight of Wigan Locks 

A Forties Canal Trip - concluded
Roy Gibbons

A40 heading across the Mersey 
for Birkenhead to load in the 
wartime 1940s.
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to keep us occupied in the 
afternoon. The fender is lifted 
onto bow deck to give that little 
bit more  clearance from the cill 
at the stern end.

Part way down at Rose Bridge 
we have a treat in store,  ice cream 
it’s a wafer, then  after  two and a 
half  hours we are coming out of 
the bottom lock with still plenty 
activity at Mayor’s boatyard.

We are again waved on at 
Pottery Road bridge for the 
sharp turn left by the Wigan 
Warehouses. Nothing coming the 
other way this time and with the 
govenor cracked on our momentum drifts us sideways 
and we just catch the far side bank wall, with a slight puff 
of stone dust. This would be now where the Orwell Pub is 
situated on the Wigan Pier complex.

As we approach Seven Stars bridge A 38 pokes her bow 
through, crewed by John Bowen and Jackie Sanderson. 
‘How far to-neet lads’, reply ‘Toards Red Rock were goin’ 
on’t slips on’t way down we’re leckin’. (leaking)

Four more locks to go now and at Appley Lock, Uncle 
George leaves us with the words ‘what time in mornin 
Peter’, Dad replies, ‘tides at one o’ clock so we’ll make it 
six, a’reet’.

Four miles to go and we only have Spencers Bridge 
again to slow our progress. Fortunately I have Jim Draper 
a local Canal Transport boatman to help me open this 
swing bridge, he shows me how to get back on the boat 
whilst the bridge was open, meet the boat he stresses, 
although I manage to scuff my knees as I land on the 
deck by the engine house.

We tie up at Ring O’ Bells again at 8.45p.m. This was 
my first taste of canal life and the long hours.

RUNNING TIMES:
Liverpool to Blackburn 24hrs
 lackburn to Liverpool 16hrs

Down to the Docks & River Crossings 4hrs
Loading 2hrs - Discharging 2hrs 

I did further trips to Blackburn, also across the Mersey 
light without any tug. A visit to the 1949 Grand National 
with the A 40, light at the Canal Turn where some of the 
boatmen made a little money by inviting those people 
who were watching the race from the far bank, to board 
the boat for a better and higher view. In later years this 
area was fenced off to prevent anyone seeing the race 
from this vantage point.

As the bottom of the hull wore out on these boats, they 
were sold off over a period; the first one in December, 
1946, and the final one, incidentally the A 40, in 
November, 1950.

Many were converted for carrying coal on the Burnley to 
Blackburn Whitebirk Power Station run which continued 
up to 1963. Then most transferred to the Wigan area to 
supply Westwood Power Station until 1972. There the A 
41 carryied one of the final loads. In 1991, I set out to try 
and relocate the A 40 which had been sold to Mr Alan 
Wilmore of Cleethorpes in 1972. He had converted the 
boat for river cruising and she was based on the River 
Ancholme, at Brigg in Lincolnshire. We brought the boat 
back over to Blackburn for its sixtieth anniversary, to the 
rally there in 1993.

A37 at Wigan Power Station in 
1972, just before the deliveries 
of coal from Plank Lane ceased. 
Most of the ex-BI boats finished 
their commercial days working 
on this traffic.

Daisyfield Mill in 1977, before 
conversion to offices 
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Chairman (& Newsletter Ed.)
Mike Clarke, 41 Fountain Street, Accrington, BB5 0QR. 
01254 395848, email: mike.clarke@zen.co.uk

Secretary
Vacant

Treasurer
Vacant

COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Mike Hustler, 10 Meadow Way, Barnoldswick, BB18 
6HP. 01282 816476
John Stott, 22 Bracken Ghyll Drive, Silsden, BD20 
9QT. 01535 656649
Alan Holden, 48 Marlborough Road, Accrington, 
BB5 6AY. 01254 232759
David & Isabel Shuttleworth, Southbank, 32 Old 
Hollins Hill, Guiseley, LS20 8EW. 01943 873863
Geoff & Margaret Rothwell, 86 Lower Manor Lane, 
Burnley, BB12 0EF. 01282 702249

EVENTS & GUIDED WALKS

Sunday: 12th January 2003
Meet at 11-00am at Johnson’s Hillock Top Lock for 
walk to Riley Green.

Sunday: 9th February 2003
Meet at 11-00am at the top of Bingley 5-Rise for a 
walk to Stockbridge Warehouse.

Wednesday: 12th February 2003
Slide show and talk for Prestwich Heritage Society, 
0161 773 6030

Friday: 7th March 2003
Slide show and talk on the Douglas Navigation
for West Lancashire Archaeological Society, New 
Church House, Parish Church, Ormskirk, 7-45.
01695 423375

Sunday: 9th March 2003
Meet at 11-00am at Foulridge Wharf for walk to 
Salterforth.

Saturday 5th April 2003
Working Party at Church with the local ‘Prospects’ 
group and IWA. We will be there all day clearing the 
canal and towpath either side of Church warehouse, 
near the traffic lights at Church.

Sunday: 13th April 2003
Meet at 11-00am at Leigh Bridge for walk to Dover 
Locks to look at the effects of coal mining and the 
problems of subsidence.

Saturday/Sunday 3rd & 4th May 2003
Canal Heritage Weekend at Burscough. Towpath 
walks on both days at 2-00pm from Burscough 
Bridge.

Sunday: 8th June 2003
Meet at 11-00am at Skipton, Belmont Bridge No 178, 
for walk to Kildwick.

Sunday: 13th July 2003
Meet at 11-00am at Wigan Top Lock for walk to Red 
Rock and possible visit to the isolated colliery canal 
in Haigh Park.

Tuesday 5th August
Evening walk around the Barnoldswick area looking 
at the old limestone workings.
Meet at 6-30pm at Greenberfield Locks picnic site to 
look at the locks and Gill Rock Quarry; or at Coates 
Bridge, Barnoldswick at 7-30 pm for the Rain Hall 
Rock branch canal.

Tuesday 26th August
Evening walk from Riley Green to Feniscowles.
Meet at 6-30 pm by bridge 91A (A675) at Riley 
Green; or Feniscowles Bridge 93B (A6062) at about 
7-30 pm for the return to Riley Green.

Sunday 12th October 2003
Meet at 11-00am at Kildwick Warehouse for walk to 
Silsden.

Saturday 8th November
AGM at Accrington Library

Monday 29th December
Walk away that Christmas food! Foulridge - Tunnel 
and Reservoirs; meet at the wharf café (we’ll try to 
have it open at midday) for 12-45 start.

Enjoy and discover the canal’s history with other society 
members on our approximately 4 mile long walks. There is 
usually a pub nearby for lunch or just bring a packed lunch. 
We have also arranged two evening walks in August for those 
unable to take part at weekends.

 For further information about walks contact
Mike Hustler on:  01282 816476

                                                                               The Society web page
For those with access to the internet, don’t forget the 

Society’s web page which can be found at

http://townsleyb.members.beeb.net/llcs/

Brian Townsley also has useful lists for those 
interested in the geneaology of boating familes on his 
site.


